The Center for
Plant Diversity
［Free area］

lot

9：30am〜5：00pm
The Center for Plant Diversity was opened in April
28, 2012, and serves as a base for protecting
the diversity of plant life in Tokyo.
The Center is involved in “Preservation and
Multiplication” , “Information and Transmission” ,
and “Education and Advocate” . “Jyohokan”
provides the information on various plants and
“Gakusyuen” exhibits plants from Okutama,
Musashino and Izu islands. At this center, visitors
can learn about the strong ability to survive that
wild plants possess, about how the natural
environment came to be, and about various
endangered plant species.
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Parking lot No.1

Main Garden
［Paid area］

9：30am〜5：00pm
The gardens reminiscent of the Musashino region of old provide a place to enjoy
the beauty of trees, grasses and flowers in all seasons. Once a nursery to raise
the trees that line Tokyo streets, this area was opened as the Jindai Green Zone
after the war. It became Jindai Botanical Gardens in 1961, opening as Tokyo's only
botanical garden.
Today about 100,000 trees and brushes of 4,500 species are planted in the gardens.
The gardens are divided into 30 blocks by plant species, including the rose garden,
azalea garden, plum garden, and bush clover gardens. That way, you can learn about
the plants as you enjoy the scenery. The gardens play a role in raising citizens' interest
in greenery by preserving varieties of Edo garden plants and holding events on plants
and gardening. A large greenhouse was completed in 1984 to hold unusual tropical
plants, allowing visitors to view colorful flowers even in the middle of winter.

Aquatic Plant Garden
［Free area］
9：30am〜 4：30pm

Water flowing from around Jindaiji Temple collects at this aquatic plants garden
to form a marsh, and this area was opened as a garden with development of city
waterworks. Reed, common reed, Indian rice, broadleaf cumbungi, Japanese
sweet flag, and other plants grow in the pond and waterways. Japanese water
iris, Japanese iris, branched bur-reed, cow lily, floating heart, primrose, Japanese
loosestrife, lobelia sessilifolia, and others have also been planted.

